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his absence of teeth, a defect barely noticeable while his face
remained animated, gave him the wizened look of a person of
eighty rather than one of seventy-two.
Dud, after his excitement over Thuella, was aware of a
lowering of key, a muting of the emotional pedal, in the vibra-
tion between Wizzie and himself. He left her to get on as well
as she could, therefore, with Mr. Wye, who began politely
talking to her when the other three seated themselves side by
side, but, as he talked, the disturbed scholar kept casting for-
lorn glances at his book-shelf, while poor Wizzie looked as if she
found him much harder to deal with than her recent interlocutor.
Dud himself took the opportunity of studying the difference
between Mrs. Dearth and Nancy Quirm. There they sat, these
two, both of them under forty. And Dud, as he turned his con-
templative gaze from the one to the other, felt curiously
touched and troubled by them both.
Never before had he felt so strongly the ghastly cruelty of
the passing of Time over women's lives. They both of them
(he was clairvoyant enough to know that!) felt within them-
selves as young as when Jenny first lay in the arms of her con-
servative Torn, and Nancy was first brought home to this dis-
concerting Glymes.
And what a deadly joke, practised by Nature upon her
daughters, this feeling of being a susceptible young woman,
eager for the flutterings, the touches, the intimations, the sweet
idolatries, the airy ways, light as love's own feathers, of the
butterflies of love, and yet this knowledge of the terrible fa-
tality, like a doom engraved in stone, of the lines they carry to
their mirrors, the too much flesh here, the too little flesh there,
those folds, those creases, those hollows, those indents, those
imprints, those furrows, those erasions, all those warnings that
Time delves with its dreadful finger, "not for us, not any more
for us: pass on your ways," as if Death's own head had peeped,
like a jackanapes, over the fence of their tender flowers!
There! he distinctly heard the knock of the outer door this
time! The fellow must have waited on that first occasion, just
as he had imagined his doing, till Thuella came out into the
hall. It was not Thuella now who went to open the two doors
but Mr. Wye himself. This was a disappointment to our friend
as he was unable to see what kind of a greeting passed between
the two men*

